REGULAR MEETING OF THE
TASK FORCE ON SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION
Notice is hereby given of the following Regular Meeting of
the Task Force on Sustainable Transportation
July 12, 2021 at 9:00am
With immediate adjournment to Closed Meeting
Meeting Held Electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192/2020 and
the current Order of the Public Health Officer – Gatherings and Events

AGENDA
Call to order.
EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
1.

MOTION:
THAT pursuant to Section 90 of the Community Charter, members of the public
be excluded from the Closed Meeting of the Task Force immediately following the
Regular Meeting of the Task Force on the basis that the subject matter of all
agenda items to be considered relate to matters listed under Sections 90(1)[k] of
the Community Charter:
90(1)
(k) negotiations and related discussions respecting the proposed provision of a
municipal service that are at their preliminary stages and that, in the view of
the council, could reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the
municipality if they were held in public;
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ADJOURNMENT
2.

MOTION to adjourn the Meeting in open session and proceed to Closed Session.

RECONVENE TO REGULAR MEETING
3.

MOTION to reconvene to the Regular Meeting of the Task Force on Sustainable
Transportation.

ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA
Urgent/time sensitive matters only
4.

MOTION to Add or Delete Items from the Agenda.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
5.

MOTION to adopt the minutes of the May 31, 2021 meeting

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
6.

No Items

PRESENTATIONS AND REPORTS FOR ACTION
7.

Signalize Intersection Policy (20 mins)

8.

Streets for People – status of existing interventions and suggested next steps
(20 mins)

9.

Bold Step 7 and MRP Reporting – feedback from STAC (20 mins)

10.

Columbia Street – MV sever works update on schedule and feedback from
Downtown (10 mins)

NEW BUSINESS
12.

No Items
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NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Task Force on Sustainable Transportation will occur on:
Date:
Time:
Location:

September 20, 2021
9:00am
TBD

ADJOURNMENT
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Signalized Intersection Policy –
Update and Next Steps
Sustainable Transportation Task Force
July 12, 2021

Steps Since Last STTF
STAC, June 9
• Reviewed Emerging Principles,
provided comments to further guide
Signalized Intersection Policy
• Prioritization of improvements:
o do first
o do if opportunity arises
o plan over 10 to 15 yr period

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Comments From STAC on Emerging
Principles
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Should be a reference early (and often) to the MTP transportation
hierarchy modes.
Policy should follow best practices and open to innovation
Different wording on pedestrian or bicycle safety; it should not be at the
expense of convenience. Wherever possible, embrace desire lines and
make them safe. The wording should be more like "Prioritize
improvements to convenience that are safe“.
Caveat that prioritizing pedestrians might include items like no right turn
on red, pedestrian scrambles and advanced crossing time changes.
Considerations for bus speed and reliability should not be at the
expense of pedestrians and cyclists.
Disagreement with text that “cycling is important, but not more
important than accessibility”.
Provide driver education/awareness where driver convenience reduced;
explicitly note if we are doing things that we know will inconvenience
motorists.

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Comments from STAC on Emerging Principles
(cont’d)
•

Considerations for bicycle control elements (such as bike boxes) at
intersections along greenways or bicycle routes that are problematic for
cyclists who want to get off or on.

•

Consider a combined audit/survey approach to safety and accessibility.

•

Not comfortable with safety being too defined. Needs to be evidence
based, such as with regular safety reviews.

•

Accessibility isn’t well defined. Surveying people with disabilities to hear
their experience; ideally, audit every intersection

•

When compromises need to be made due to competing priorities, it’s
important to seek feedback from all end users so the least worse
outcome is achieved.

•

Focus on pedestrians for Schools and Walking Routes to School should
be along the route, not just at intersections.

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Recommended Principles
1. Focus limited resources on parts of the City with most pedestrians,
including:
• Near schools and along walking routes to school
• At locations near services for seniors and vulnerable populations
• Within commercial areas
• Around Royal Columbian Hospital
• Near SkyTrain stations
2. Using current best practices and assessment, focus on accessibility and
safety as top priorities, including:
• Removing barriers to accessibility, such as poor sidewalk/curb ramp
conditions, poorly located push buttons, and other accessibility
features on signals without significant compromise on convenience
• Street lighting
3. Using the Master Transportation Plan as guidance, prioritize
pedestrians, including if there are acceptable delays to motorists
(including buses) and cyclists
Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Recommended Principles, continued
4. Begin work on Bus Speed and Reliability, and work to steadily improve
over time
5. Cycling is important:
• While prioritizing improvements that are safe without significant
inconvenience
• If we can improve convenience without enormous cost
• Especially at intersections with greenways/parkways/MUPs/formal
bicycle routes
6. Make improvements to comfort and convenience (and safety and
accessibility if more timely) as opportunities arise through
redevelopment
7. Do not prioritize removing or moving push buttons; not worth spending
more time or money on
8. Do not divert resources to items like Intelligent Transportation Systems
that are focused mostly on making driving more efficient
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Updated “Do First” items
• Accessibility features (audible tones always
on, smart sensors, barrier free paths)
• Good lighting
• Pedestrian-friendly signals (no right turn on red,
leading pedestrian intervals, protected phases)
• Shorter crossing distances
• Countdown timers
• Longer/sufficient pedestrian crossing times
• Measures to slow motorists

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Updated “When Opportunities
Arise” items
• Consistent button placement
• Drainage
• Non-slip paint

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Updated “Plan for completion over
10-15 yrs” items
• Bus prioritization
• Flatter/more level waiting spaces for
pedestrians and cyclists
• Consistency in design and functionality

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Questions for STTF
• Are you comfortable with the proposed
Principles?
• Are you comfortable with the
prioritization suggested?

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Next Steps
1.Prepare draft Signalized Intersection
policy, based on principles and priorities
2.Present to STAC, STTF for final
comments – August, September
3.Present to Council – before year-end

Signalized Intersections Policy Findings
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Questions and Comments?
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Street and Traffic Bylaw Amendments for Sustainable Transportation
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STREETS FOR PEOPLE
Post-Pandemic Planning
Sustainable Transportation Task Force
July 12, 2021

A reminder…
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City of New Westminster move quickly
in 2020 to expand road re-allocation toward pedestrian, cyclist,
and public gathering space, using temporary measures where
necessary with a mind towards more permanent solutions that can
be applied after the period of crisis has passed; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT the Transportation Task Force
make rapid reallocation of road space a priority work item, are
empowered to immediately apply temporary measures in 2020,
and accelerate the timeline towards the 10% space reallocation
goal set out in Bold Step 7 of the City’s Climate Action Plan.

Streets for People – Post-Pandemic Planning
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Questions for the Task Force
Do you support the proposed approaches?
When should we remove restrictions/reallocations?

Streets for People – Post-Pandemic Planning
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Esplanade – COVID-19 Responses
The City implemented a number of measures in 2020 to manage use of the Esplanade in accordance with public health restrictions.
Measures evolved over the season in response to restrictions and usage. Walking and cycling volumes were often quite high as
people sought opportunities to be outside.

ESPLANADE WALKING

ESPLANADE CYCLING

Q U AY S I D E D R I V E

• People encouraged to physically distance

• Bikes initially prohibited, then permitted for

• Advisory signage installed

and follow one-way walking routes
• Public concerns about accessibility and
safety on boardwalk sections

children riding under supervision

• Public concerns about cycling comfort

• Full permission later in summer with
etiquette signage
• Public concerns about conflicts and speeds
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Esplanade – 2020 Observations
In response to public concerns being raised, staff completed 24 hours of on-site observations at multiple locations
over seven days, counting users and watching for conflicts.

MANY MORE PEOPLE ON FOOT
• Staff observed about 20 times more people on foot than
on bikes or other wheels.

C O N F L I C T S AT P I N C H P O I N T S
• Conflicts were observed at the busiest times and busiest
and most constrained locations:
• Quayside Park
• Rail underpass
• River Market

I N A P P R O P R I AT E S P E E D S
• Though speeds were not measured quantitatively, staff
observed numerous people riding too quickly in crowded
areas.
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Esplanade – Going Forward
Cycling on the Riverfront Esplanade is currently prohibited to enable people on foot to spread out for physical
distancing. The City has received numerous complaints – about the restriction and about violations and conflict.

SHORT TERM
• Remove cycling restriction – TIMING?
• Develop and install signage to encourage slow, respectful
cycling
• Include skateboarding and scooters in messaging

LONGER TERM
• Develop plans to separate walking and wheeling where
possible

Streets for People – Post-Pandemic Planning
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Quayside Drive
With cycling prohibited on the Esplanade, cyclists are directed to use Quayside Drive. We have installed markings
and lower speed limits, consistent with other bikeways in the city, but have also heard complaints from people
who are uncomfortable cycling here.

SHORT TERM
• Add signage to encourage faster cycling on Quayside Dr
rather than on Esplanade (“Esplanade Bypass”)
• Add interim traffic calming measures where feasible
• Add uphill bike lanes on Third Ave Overpass

LONGER TERM
• Implement permanent calming measures over time
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McInnes Overpass
The northbound motor vehicle lane has been reallocated since early in the pandemic. Staff are receiving more
calls to reinstate the travel lane, especially in light of current construction on Quayside Drive and as health
restrictions have been lifted.

SHORT TERM
• Remove reallocation – TIMING?

LONGER TERM
• Investigate acceleration of capital project to widen sidewalk
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E Columbia St/
Central Valley Greenway
One southbound motor vehicle lane has been reallocated to the greenway since early in the pandemic. TransLink
and the Cities of Burnaby and Coquitlam have requested that a solution be found to reinstate road capacity on
this segment of the Major Road Network.

SHORT TERM
• Implement interim changes – one lane northbound, two
lanes southbound, keep greenway reallocation
• Memorandum of Understanding with other municipalities

LONGER TERM
• Implement permanent road narrowing with four motor
vehicle lanes and wider greenway facility, in collaboration
with other municipalities
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Traffic Signals
Many traffic signals in Downtown, Uptown, and Sapperton were reprogrammed early in the pandemic to eliminate
the need for pedestrians to push the buttons to request a crossing. This results in signals turning red for major
street traffic even when there may be no pedestrians or other traffic on the cross street.

SHORT TERM
• Leave in place and assess on site-specific basis if and
where issues arise

LONGER TERM
• Complete and implement signalized intersection policy
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Discussion / Questions

Columbia Street

Metro Vancouver Sewer Rehabilitation
Sustainable Transportation Task Force
July 12, 2021

Metro Vancouver Sewer
Rehabilitation – Columbia Street

P ro j e c t
Status

Sample Footer Copy

Schedule

Business
Impact and
Mitigation
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Project Status
• Southland Holdings engaged to deliver the project on
behalf of Metro Vancouver
• Downtown work is located on Columbia St. between Front
Street (McNeely Chamber) and Blackwood St.

Schedule
• The downtown rehab work will take 6 months, and will
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigation work and site prep
Launching shaft construction
Slip-lining
Manhole construction and tie-ins
Site restoration

• Investigation work will start in July.
• Full mobilization in August 2021
• Contractor assured us they can work in wet weather,
although they have to stop work during extremely wet
events
• The downtown work to be completed by December 31,
2021

Schedule, cont’d
• Patullo Br. postponed their Front St. closure until some
time in 2022
• Remaining sections of MV Columbia St. Interceptor will be
tackled after the Front St to Blackwood section:
• Blackwood to Merivale (open cut) early 2022 to summer 2022
• Merivale to Patullo on-ramp early 2022 to late 2022
• Section in the Patullo construction zone: mid 2022 to early 2023

• Public engagement is ongoing.

Business Impacts and Mitigation
• MV commenced business engagement March 2021
• Liaised with BIA to reach 300 businesses, 100 door to door
visits, 18 businesses provided direct feedback
• Engagement channels remain open
• Key feedback themes:

• Need for continued timely project info/updates from MV
• Need for access to parking/deliveries/food delivery
services/access to Riverfront/parking by project crews
• Odour mitigation/cleanliness of project sites and surroundings
• Concerns over reduced business and need for information
ahead of time for staff scheduling
• Concerns over project timeline/need to complete works as
quickly as possible

Business Impacts and Mitigation
• Recommended project actions:

• Timely & targeted communications (e.g. project fact sheets,
mobilization letters to businesses, direct emails/phone calls from MV
Community Liaison)
• Provision of alternate drop-off areas to accommodate deliveries/food
service pick-up (may include traffic control personnel when
necessary), provision of maps to assist businesses in informing
delivery services and customers
• Clean and tidy work zones (e.g. ensure clearly delineated work zones,
keep work and equipment inside project fencing, erect signage to
screen project works from passers-by where able
• Mitigate noise and odour including use of air treatment methods
where needed and shrouding/barriers where needed
• Signage & wayfinding: “Businesses Are Open” signage developed in
cooperation with City/Downtown BIA
• Work with City to provide two-way traffic flow on Begbie between
Front & Columbia, and McInnes Overpass
• Installation of amenity in consultation with City that would provide
lasting benefits in the downtown
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Questions and Comments?
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Street and Traffic Bylaw Amendments for Sustainable Transportation
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